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Technology materials development company, Talga Resources Ltd (ASX: TLG)
(“Talga” or “the Company”) is pleased to announce the appointment of Mr Peter
Bartsch as Manager - Metallurgy. Mr Bartsch will lead Talga’s process design and
development internationally as the Company moves to rapidly expand it’s
technology team for commissioning of Talga’s German graphene
demonstration plant and subsequent full-scale production in Sweden.
Mr Bartsch will initially be based near Rudolstatd, central Germany.
Mr Bartsch’s professional capability has spanned process studies and
investigation, analytical and metallurgical laboratories, including technology
leadership of innovative mineral processes and equipment. He is a Member of
AusIMM, a committee member of Metallurgical Society and a Certified
Practicing Metallurgist who has over 38 year’s experience in metal extraction
and minerals processing industries.
Mr Bartsch’s track record covers all levels of metallurgical businesses and his
extensive experience includes plant design, as well as hydro and electrometallurgical technology development, engineering management and process
development through test-work and pilot plants, and ultimately commissioning
and ramp-up of commercial facilities.
Talga Managing Director, Mark Thompson commented “We are delighted to
welcome Peter to the management team. His mix of skills, extensive experience
and familiarity with both the mineral graphite and Germany as a country is perfect
for Talga. We look forward to utilising his experience in relation to immediate
demonstration plant objectives and ultimately to full-scale processing of the
Company’s uniquely high-grade graphite assets into high-value graphene and
graphite products.”
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About Talga
Talga Resources Limited (“Talga”) (ASX: TLG) is a Perth headquartered high tech materials company with its
own source of integrated supply from multiple advanced and high grade graphite projects in northern
Sweden. The flagship project “Vittangi” is at development stage and like the rest of the projects, it benefits
from established high quality infrastructure in Sweden including proximity to grid power, road, rail and ports.
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Two of the five graphite projects have unique ore that allows graphite and graphene to be liberated at an
atomic level in a ground breaking and extremely cost eﬀective way. The graphene produced is of a high
quality and suitable for a range of large volume composite and additive applications as well as high
technology applications.
Talga’s legacy non graphite assets in Sweden and Australia, including a cobalt-rich IOCG deposit, are all to be
commercialised to provide funds for the core graphite projects.
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